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Abstract: The topic of cholesteric-liquid-crystal lasers is a rapidly expanding research area in the field
of soft-matter photonics. The increasing interest in this field is due to the high versatility that these
lasers may possibly present and the prospects of giving rise to new miniaturized devices. However,
further improvements in their operation capabilities are still required for potential applications. In this
paper, we critically analyze the main strategies proposed up to now to optimize their performance.
We show theoretically and experimentally that possible innovations in the device structure cannot
produce lasers with threshold energies below a certain limit. This limit is determined by the light
scattering and absorption losses inside the liquid crystal. Even assuming the case of samples free of
defects and perfectly non-absorbing, an intrinsic light scattering, typical of mesogens, still remains.
Numerical estimates of the thresholds indicate that these lasers could hardly be driven by compact
light sources such as current electroluminescent or light-emitting diodes. Since the improvement
possibilities regarding cell architecture seem to be exhausted, the advance must come from the use of
new dye molecules. These molecules should show enhanced emission cross-sections and be efficiently
integrable within the mesogenic solvent. In addition, the fluorescent systems must present very small
quantum yields to triplet states if continuous-wave lasing is sought. In this respect, quantum dots are
an alternative to explore for further investigations.
Keywords: cholesteric liquid crystals; lasers; photonic materials
1. Introduction
In cholesteric liquid crystals (CLC), molecules are self-assembled forming a helical structure.
When the pitch of the CLC helix is of the order of magnitude of visible light wavelength, the material
can exhibit photonic properties. In these cases CLCs present a photonic band gap (PBG), and circularly
polarized light with the same handedness as that of the helix cannot propagate in a certain range
of frequencies. The photonic character of CLCs is the basis for the application of these materials
as low-threshold distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. In fact, when CLCs are doped with fluorescent
dyes, mirrorless laser generation can be obtained at the edges of the PBG. Since the discovery of laser
emission in CLCs by Kopp et al. in 1998 [1], many efforts have been made to build up CLC lasers with
increasing performance and durability [2–16].
Apart from liquid crystal (LC) lasers based on the self-assembled helical structure, there are
other DFB laser types grounded on artificially designed structures such as gratings [17–20]. On the
other hand, CLCs have also been used in connection with other laser mechanisms such a leaky mode
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lasers [3] and random lasers [21–23], and references therein. However, in the present work we are
going to focus ourselves exclusively on the so-called edge-mode and defect-mode CLC lasers.
The main features that make CLC lasers so attractive are the ease of fabrication that permits to
obtain miniaturized devices, the low threshold intensity, and the possibility of tuning the wavelength
by using different emission angles [24], pitch gradients [25,26], or external stimuli such as electric field
application [27–30], light irradiation [31–33], mechanical stretching [34] or temperature [35,36].
However, in order to manufacture small laser devices economically and at great scale it is
indispensable to further improve their performance. One of the key points is reducing the threshold of
the pumping energy required for laser emission, since it would permit using simpler pumping sources.
Up to now, pumping sources have always been bulky high-power pulsed lasers with pulse duration in
the range of nano- to pico-seconds.
One of the most effective strategies to reduce the pumping threshold energy is the use of multilayer
CLC cells. Some of these architectures are based on the so-called defect mode laser (DML).
The possibility of lasing originated by defects was theoretically predicted in several works [37–41].
Although the concept of DML is used in a broad sense in the literature, hereafter we will refer to it as
the laser mode that appears when a dye-doped CLC layer presents a structural distortion. We will pay
special attention to the case of a phase jump in the twisting angle of the LC director as we move along
the helix axis (see Figure 1a). The DML presents in general a lower threshold than that of the edge
mode (EM) of the undistorted structure. In this respect Schmidtke et al. [42] reported a reduction of
about one order of magnitude in the laser threshold by stacking two layers of cholesteric polymer films
with a phase jump of pi/2. A decrease of about one fourth of the threshold energy was also reported by
Jeong et al. [43] in a cell formed by two dye-doped polymeric-CLC films with a thin rubbed defect
layer in between. Other studies concerning irregularities in the helical pitch have been also carried out
and, also in these cases, the DML has shown a lower threshold than that of the corresponding EM [44].
An alternative to the DML approach is the use of other types of multilayer cells, usually three
layers, in which the two external films act as reflectors. The laser modes that appear in these cell
architectures are also considered in the literature as defect modes. However, in most of the cases,
the external films are inactive and only the internal layer is dye-doped. Therefore, the role of
the reflectors is similar to that of the mirrors in Fabry-Perot cavity lasers. This strategy has been
used in many different ways: In some cases two polymeric CLC passive structures sandwiching a
dye-doped nematic or isotropic layer [45], in other cases, an active polymeric CLC film placed between
a conventional mirror and a CLC passive structure [46]. Other possibilities include the case of an
active CLC layer inserted between two CLC passive layers of the same handedness (Figure 1b) [47],
or of the opposite to the one of the active film (Figure 1c) [48]. In all previous cases, polymeric
CLC’s were used to achieve a good optical contact between the different layers. In order to avoid the
laborious construction of polymeric structures and further simplify the construction of complex cells,
Zhou et al. [49] stacked different low-molecular CLC mixtures by using standard glass cells. In this
case, a remarkable improvement in the quality of the laser cavity was also found.
The previous studies present, in general, important improvements in the quality of the laser
cavities. However, in some cases the threshold energies were compared to simple active CLC films
with poor performance or, in other cases, important parameters such as the pumping energy fluence at
the laser threshold could not be easily derived from the published data. Therefore, it is interesting to
find a tool to compare the quality of different cell architectures in a systematic way. This is important
to determine the most efficient strategies to obtain low threshold CLC lasers.
The ultimate target in the improvement of CLC-laser capabilities is to develop continuous wave
(CW) lasers. The achievement of this objective presents two important difficulties. On the one hand
the CLC materials cannot dissipate easily the energy flux due to the high pumping fluence required
for lasing. On the other hand the existence of a triplet state in the dyes prevents to maintain laser
action continuously. Only a work by Muñoz et al. [50] reported the fabrication of a CW laser by using
a polymer-stabilized CLC with a pitch gradient across the cell thickness. However, the temporal
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coherence of the laser emission was very poor and laser emission was hardly distinguishable from
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).Materials 2018, 11, 5 3 of 24 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of different cell architectures. (a) Bilayer CLC (cholesteric liquid 
crystals) cell with a defect consisting in a jump of π/2 in the twisting angle; (b,c) are complex CLC 
structures with a dye-doped layer sandwiched between two passive layers acting as mirrors. In (b) 
the whole structure presents the same handedness, i.e., L—left, whereas in (c), the external films have 
opposite handedness, i.e., R—right, to that of the active film. The setups are labeled as DML (defect 
mode laser) (a), PLALPL (passive left handed layer-active left handed layer-passive left handed layer) 
resonator (b), and PRALPR (passive right handed layer-active left handed layer-passive right handed 
layer) resonator (c). 
The main aim of this work is to analyze the different strategies used for the optimization of CLC 
laser cavities indicating some possible fields of improvement and pointing out the limitations of some 
of the strategies used so far. Firstly we will carry out comparative studies of different cell 
architectures from a theoretical point of view. Surprisingly, apart from studies in simple CLC  
cells [51–54], a detailed treatment of the laser characteristics in complex structures is still lacking in 
the literature and, up to now, only qualitative or semiquantitative aspects based on the concept of 
density of states (DOS) are normally considered. This problem will be treated in Section 2 using 
standard numerical methods, but incorporating some novel aspects in the calculations to properly 
quantify the performance of the different sample architectures. Next, the most promising cell designs 
will be experimentally tested to confirm the theoretical results. For this purpose eight different CLC 
samples will be thoroughly measured. In addition, we will present some new results about the 
prospects for CW lasers regarding the maximum achievable pulse width, and its dependence on the 
properties of the dye. Finally, we will draw some conclusions about the possibilities and limitations 
of the CLC lasers in general. 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of different cell architectures. (a) Bilayer CLC (cholesteric liquid
crystals) cell with a defect consisting in a jump of pi/2 in the twisting angle; (b,c) are complex CLC
structures with a dye-doped layer sandwiched between two passive layers acting as mirrors. In (b)
the whole structure presents the same handedness, i.e., L—left, whereas in (c), the external films have
opposite handedness, i.e., R—right, to that of the active film. The setups are labeled as DML (defect
mode laser) (a), PLALPL (passive left handed layer-active left handed layer-passive left handed layer)
resonator (b), and PRALPR (passive right handed layer-active left handed layer-passive right handed
layer) resonator (c).
The main aim of this work is to analyze the different strategies used for the optimization of CLC
laser cavities indicating some possible fields of improvement and pointing out the limitations of some
of the strategies used so far. Firstly we will carry out comparative studies of different cell architectures
from a theoretical point of view. Surprisingly, apart from studies in simple CLC cells [51–54], a detailed
treatment of the laser characteristics in complex structures is still lacking in the literature and, up to
now, only qualitative or semiquantitative aspects based on the concept of density of states (DOS) are
normally considered. This problem will be treated in Section 2 using standard numerical methods,
but incorporating some novel aspects in the calculations to properly quantify the performance of the
different sample architectures. Next, the most promising cell designs will be experimentally tested
to confirm the theoretical results. For this purpose eight different CLC samples will be thoroughly
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measured. In addition, we will present some new results about the prospects for CW lasers regarding
the maximum achievable pulse width, and its dependence on the properties of the dye. Finally, we will
draw some conclusions about the possibilities and limitations of the CLC lasers in general.
2. Theoretical Analysis of Different Cell Architectures
We carried out a study of different kinds of cells by using the 4 × 4 matrix transfer formalism
developed by Berreman [55]. This approach can be applied to the case of stratified anisotropic media.
We mainly focused on CLC-active cells sandwiched within two passive CLC layers acting as reflectors
although other cell configurations were also studied. In our studies, the photonic band gap (PBG) of
the two passive CLC layers overlaps the long-wavelength PBG edge of the active CLC layer in order to
obtain the desired reflecting effect. We studied both the cases of reflectors with the same handedness
as that of the active layer and with the opposite one. For the sake of completeness, the case of DML
was also briefly treated.
Under the Berreman method, the case of an amplifying medium can be implemented by using a
complex dielectric tensor at each layer with a negative imaginary part. This imaginary part is achieved
through the pumping, which gives rise to a population inversion in the dye molecules permitting then
light amplification. We used an approximate expression for the local dielectric tensor of the form:
ε || ≈ n2e
(
1− iγ||
)
ε⊥ ≈ n2o(1− iγ⊥)
(1)
where ε || and ε⊥ are the components of the dielectric tensor parallel and perpendicular to the local
director for optical frequencies, γ|| and γ⊥ are the corresponding ratios of the imaginary and real parts
of the dielectric tensor, and ne and no are the real extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices of the
material. In the expression we have neglected the contribution of the extinction coefficient to the real
part of the dielectric tensor. We have also assumed that the dispersion of the refractive indices in the
optical frequency range is null.
In our calculations we will assume that the gain anisotropy is similar to that of the absorption
coefficients. This point can be justified since both the local absorption coefficient and the gain are
connected to the orientation of the transition dipole moment of the dye in a similar fashion. For the
calculations we will take the ratio γ||/γ⊥ = 3.5 as in the case of the mixture of the classical nematic
liquid crystal E7 and the dye 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-(p-dimethylaminostyryl)-4H-pyran
(DCM), in the proportion: 99:1 (wt %) at room temperature (see Appendix A). Thus, only one parameter,
γ||, determines the amplifying features of the medium.
Under amplifying conditions the reflectance R and transmittance T fulfill the condition T + R > 1.
For a critical value γth|| , the total output intensity diverges at a given wavelength. This is the situation
for which laser emission occurs. For higher γ|| values, lasing does not occur anymore (see Figure 2).
Therefore, γth|| is the parameter to be calculated in order to determine the lasing features of the sample.
Belyakov and Semenov [56] obtained analytic expressions for the critical values γth|| corresponding
to the different EM’s in the case of a simple CLC layer. However, under not too strong pumping
conditions, lasing takes place only at the wavelength that presents the lowest γth|| value, so we will
calculate exclusively this quantity. In our case, the complexity of the multilayer cells prevents us from
obtaining simple analytic expressions for γth|| so we determined it numerically. The lasing wavelength
was in all cases close to the long-wavelength edge of the PBG of the active medium. This was expected
since we took γ|| > γ⊥.
The calculation was performed under the condition that the incident and transmitted waves
had the same polarization state. This provides two different solutions, i.e., two different eigenstates
of transmission. Then, we used these eigenstates as input lights with intensity value equal to unity,
and found the γ|| parameter that gives an output intensity spectrum characteristic of laser emission.
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We observed that only one of the two eigenstates promotes laser emission at a given wavelength.
Hereafter we will refer to it as a laser eigenstate.Materials 2018, 11, 5 5 of 24 
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Red and blue curves were represented in a different scale (right ordinate axis) for clarity.
Next we are going to relate γth|| with physical parameters easier to interpret. As pre iously
mentioned, active media are obtained by doping CLCs with dyes. Typically, organic dyes present a
structure of three effective electron bands as shown in Figure 3. Bands 1 and 2 are singlets and represent
the ground and the excited s ates respectively. Number 3 is he ground riplet band. Th densities of
population of dyes at each band are denoted as n1, n2 and n3. Transitions represented with dashed lines
inside the bands are very fast and purely non-radiative. As a consequence, population inversion takes
place between the lowest energy level of band 2 and the highest energy level of band 1. W12 and W21
are the rates of induced transitions from 1 to 2 or 2 to 1, absorbing or emitting one photon respectively.
Wsp represents the rate of spontaneous transitions from level 2 to 1 by emission of one photon, and P23
and P31 are the rates of intersystem crossing processes between levels 2 and 3, or 3 and 1 respectively.
Transition P23 is also non-radiative.
When a dye-doped medium is pumped with an external source, a certain density of population
in the excited state 2 is achieved. In this case, the medium can amplify an electromagnetic wave
travelling through it due to stimulated emission. The transmittance corresponding to an eigenstate of
the electromagnetic wave in the amplifying medium is given by:
T = exp(σen2L) (2)
where σe is the emission cross-section of the dye for the corresponding polarization eigenstate, L is the
sample thickness and n2 is the density of dye population in the excited state. When lasing takes place
n2 remains almost constant. The corresponding value will be denoted as nth2 . This quantity represents
the density of population of excited dyes required for lasing and is a good indicator of the quality of
the laser cavity, i.e., the lower the value of nth2 the better the quality of the cavity. Our main aim in our
calculations was to determine this quantity for the different cell architectures. nth2 can be obtained from
γth|| as follows: From Equation (1) the extraordinary complex refractive index n˜e for weakly amplifying
media is given by:
n˜e ≈ ne
(
1− iγ||
2
)
(3)
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On the other hand, comparing Equations (2) and (3) the following equation can be easily deduced:
σen2L
2
=
2pine
λ
γ||
2
L (4)
where λ is the vacuum wavelength of the electromagnetic field that is amplified. Therefore, it is
straightforward to obtain nth2 by using Equation (4) for lasing conditions, i.e.,
nth2 =
2pineγth||
σeλ
(5)
where λ, in this case, is the laser wavelength. Although nth2 does not determine completely the
threshold pumping energy required for lasing, since it takes into account neither the dynamical aspects
of the laser process nor the way the pumping light is absorbed, it is useful for comparing the quality of
the different cell architectures to each other.
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passive reflectors thickness is in all cases 5 μm and the helical pitch 370 nm. We have examined left 
and right handed passive CLC layers that will be denoted as PL and PR. According to this 
nomenclature, for example, an active layer of 5 μm thickness sandwiched within two left-handed 
reflectors is denoted as PLAL5PL. 
As an example we show in Figure 4 the emission spectrum corresponding to the cell PLAL10PL. 
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represent the emission intensities that emerge by both external faces of the cell. In general the 
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Figure 3. Scheme of the energy levels in a typical organic dye molecule. The arrows indicate different
transitions in the excitation-deexcitation process. Dashed lines are purely non-radiative deexcitation.
For the simulations we use the optical data listed in Table 1. These parameters are typical of CLC’s
and are, in fact, quite similar to those of one of the compounds we have studied experimentally (see
Section 3).
Table 1. Optical parameters used in the simulation for the active CLC (cholesteric liquid crystals)
material. The density of dye molecules N corresponds to a proportion of 1 wt % of the DMC dye in an
E7 matrix. p denotes the helical pitch.
ne no σe N p
1.72 1.52 1.53 × 10−16 cm2 1.8 × 1019 cm−3 350 nm
The different types of cells we have examined will be denoted as follows: AL5 or AL10 means
simple left handed active CLC samples of 5 and 10 µm thickness respectively. In our study, the passive
reflectors thickness is in all cases 5 µm and the helical pitch 370 nm. We have examined left and
right handed passive CLC layers that will be denoted as PL and PR. According to this nomenclature,
for example, an active layer of 5 µm thickness sandwiched within two left-handed reflectors is denoted
as PLAL5PL.
As an example we show in Figure 4 the emission spectrum corresponding to the cell PLAL10PL.
Figure 4a,b show the transmitted and reflected intensity spectra for the laser eigenstate. They represent
the emission intensities that emerge by both external faces of the cell. In general the polarization
eigenstate is elliptically polarized. When lasing takes place, both intensities are almost equal due to
the symmetry of the cell. It is remarkable that the laser emission wavelength corresponds to that of the
low energy edge of the PBG of the active layer. As the laser line is very narrow, only a small range of
emission wavelengths is depicted. Figure 4c,d are obtained with the non-diffracting eigenstate input.
In this case, no lasing is observed. Our calculations also permit to obtain the polarization of the light
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eigenstates inside the sample. We have observed that the polarization of the laser eigenstate in the
active layer is linearly polarized along the local director.
Table 2 gathers the results for γth|| and n
th
2 in different types of cells. n
th
2 /N (%) is the percentage of
the dye population in the excited state required for laser emission relative to the total number of dye
molecules. In the case of simple cells approximate analytical expressions for nth2 have been given in the
literature [56,57]:
nth2 ≈
2p2
σeL3
(
n2e + n2o
n2e − n2o
)2
(6)
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Figure 4. Transmittance (a) and reflectance (b) versus wavelength for the lasing mode of the lowest
threshold gain for the PLAL10PL sample; (c,d) are the transmittance and reflectance for the non-diffracting
eigenstate under the same gain conditions.
Table 2. Gain thresholds and percentages of excited dye molecules required for lasing in the different
types of samples analyzed in the simulations.
Type of CLC Sample flth|| nth2 /N (%)
AL5 6.3 × 10−3 44
AL10 9.9 × 10−4 6.5
PLAL5PL 9.5 × 10−6 0.06
PLAL10P 6.4 × 10−7 0.004
PRAL5PR 4.0 × 10−5 0.3
PRAL10PR 5.0 × 10−5 0.36
DML10 3.3 × 10−4 2.0
According to the results in Table 2 it is clear that the use CLC passive layers acting as reflectors
improves very efficiently the quality of the laser cavity. In fact, the nth2 values are reduced in several
orders of magnitude respect to the case of the corresponding CLC active sample without reflectors.
Some of these figures for nth2 cannot be reached with simple cells unless unrealizable thicknesses or
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birefringences are assumed (see Equation (6)). The complex cells with CLC reflectors, with the same
handedness as that of the active layer, present the highest quality. In fact, the case of PLAL10PL
presents a nth2 value so small that laser is expected to be almost thresholdless.
In the case of CLC passive reflectors with opposite handedness as that of the active layer, it is clear
that the improvement of the quality of the laser cavity is worse. This point is easy to understand since in
this case, the reflectors act as in a Fabry-Perot for the circular right-handed polarization state. Therefore,
the active CLC layer does not play the role of an advantageous photonic structure. In this respect,
a smaller nth2 would be expected if the active layer were replaced simply by an isotropic material, since,
in this case, losses would be smaller. The irrelevance of the active photonic structure is evident in our
results since the quality of the laser cavity is similar in the cases of PRAL5PR and PRAL10PR.
We have also considered the case of complex cells in which the different layers are separated
by thick glasses (~2 mm). These cell arrangements are interesting in practice because they can be
constructed very easily by simply stacking different standard glass cells that contain the required CLC
structures. In all cases the modes corresponding to the lowest nth2 present similar values to those of
cells without the glasses.
We finally treat the case of DML, where a phase-jump in the twisting angle of the LC director
appears at a certain point of the helical structure, as in Figure 1a. According to the reported experimental
results [42,43], laser emission corresponding to these modes presents a lower threshold than that of
the EM of the non-distorted structure. In practice, this kind of defects can be induced by coupling two
active CLC layers, usually polymeric structures, with a controlled phase-jump in the LC director at
the coupling interface. Following the Berreman formalism, as in the previous cases, we have studied
the gain values required for laser emission corresponding to the defect modes. We have observed
that the laser wavelength depends on the phase jump angle of the defect and the corresponding nth2
value is somewhat smaller than that of the PBG edge mode. In the case of a left handed CLC sample of
10 µm thickness with a defect mode of angular jump of pi/2 in the middle of the sample (DML10) (see
Figure 1a) the gain value is about one third the value of the edge mode of the non-distorted structure
(last line in Table 2). Figure 5a,b show the transmitted and reflected intensity spectra of the laser mode
and Figure 5c,d that of the non-diffracting eigenstate. It is remarkable that the polarization of the laser
is right-handed elliptical. For a sample of 20 µm of thickness with a similar defect, the polarization is
roughly right handed circular in agreement with the results obtained by Schmidtke et al. [42]. The laser
wavelength due to the defect mode can be tuned all over the entire range of the PBG by changing the
angular jump from 0 to pi. In the case of a phase jump of pi/2, laser takes place at the wavelength just
in the middle of the PBG.
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In view of the general trend of the results in Table 2, one could draw the conclusion that a higher
level of sophi tication in t e structures of the lase cavities could lead eventually to a situati n of
thresholdless lasing, which would be appropriate for designing CW lasers. However, we will see now
that the expression for nth2 must be corrected in a non-trivial fashion to give account of the losses in the
cavity due to light sca tering or absorption.
In principle, nth2 is related to the dwelling time τc of laser photons in the cavity in the absence of
losses by means of the expression [57]:
nth2 =
n
cσeτc
(7)
where n is an average refractive index and c the speed of light in vacuum. These are the nth2 values
shown in Table 2. Nevertheless, Equation (7) and our calculations disregard the pernicious contribution
of the losses in the cavity (scattering and absorption) that are always present in CLC materials. If we
take into account these losses, the expression for nth2 is corrected as [54]:
nth2 =
1
σe
(
β+
n
cτc
)
(8)
where β is the so-called coefficient of distributed losses. We will see that for very high-quality laser
cavities, as is the case of complex layers with passive reflectors, the lowest limit for nth2 is almost
ex lusively determined by the value of β. As a num ical exampl we estima e the case of the cell
PLAL5PL. From Tables 2 and A1, n/cτc = nth2 σe = 1.6 cm
−1. As will b shown below, this quantity
is much smaller than typical β values, which are in the range of 100 cm−1 (see Appendix A and
Section 3 for experimental β values). Then, from Equation (8), we deduce that it is pointless to try
to reduce the “theoretical” nth2 by means of complicated cavity designs, because, in practice, n
th
2 is
limited by the scattering and absorption losses. The simple consideration of the molecular orientation
fluctuations, intrinsic in mesogenic phases, already gives rise to enough scattering of light so as to
spoil any “highly-developed” CLC laser cavity. We will come back to these ideas in the experimental
part of the paper.
We finish this section by giving a link between nth2 and the threshold energy per pulse Eth in order
to compare the previous theoretical analysis with experimentally measurable quantities. In the case of
nanosecond or picosecond pump pulses, an approximate analytical expression for Eth was obtained by
Sanz-Enguita et al. [10]
Eth = 2hνaSLnth2
1+ 0.53∆τp
(
P23 + 1/τf
)
1− exp(−σanth1 L) (9)
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where h is Planck’s constant. This equation was deduced from the kinetic equations of the excited state
populations of dyes and emitted light developed by Shtykov and Palto [40]. In Equation (9) υa is the
pumping light frequency, S is the pumped area, L the active sample thickness, ∆τp is the pumping
pulse duration, τf is the fluorescence lifetime, σa is the absorption cross-section for the pumping
radiation, and nth1 the dye population density in the ground level at the threshold. The expression can
be applied to any laser cavity provided that the energy level scheme of the dyes is that of Figure 2.
Eth is roughly proportional to nth2 , as expected. This equation will be used to account for the results
obtained in the next experimental section in which some CLC simple cells will be studied together
with the complex cells that are expected to present the lowest Eth, i.e., the cases of cells PLAL5PL and
PLAL10PL. The experiments will be carried out using two different dyes.
3. Experimental
3.1. Sample Preparation and Experimental Setup
Two CLC active mixtures were prepared. Both of them were based on E7 (Synthon) and the chiral
twisting agent D* (compound 2 in reference [58]). The first material (denoted by DCM) contained
the dye of the same name, and the second material (PM) was doped with 1,3,5,7,8-pentamethyl-
2,6-di-t-butylpyrromethene-difluoroborate complex (PM597). The proportion of each component
(in wt %) is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Composition and band-gap range of the studied CLC materials.
Material E7 D* Dye Reflection Band (nm) Helical Pitch (nm)
DCM 93.9% 5.2% 0.9% 533–605 352
PM 93.3% 5.8% 0.9% 519–590 343
Passive Mirror Mixture 95.2% 4.8% 0% 564–642 371
Apart from these materials another passive mixture was also prepared in a similar way.
This mixture has no dye, and was chosen in such a way that the long wavelength side of the photonic
band-gaps of the above DCM and PM materials were contained within its reflection band. The idea
was to use this material to construct a passive CLC reflector to enhance the laser emission of a simple
active CLC cell, as has been explained in Section 2. Its spectral characteristics are also included in
Table 3 under the label “passive mirror mixture”.
The band gaps of the CLC materials were characterized by measuring their reflectance spectra
with a fiber-based spectrometer (Avantes). The materials were aligned in the Cano geometry (helix
perpendicular to the cell substrates) using planar cells of 5 and 10 µm of thickness for the passive
and active cells respectively. An example of the reflectance spectra of one of the dye-doped CLC cells
and the passive-mirror material is shown in Figure 6. In the figure the emission of the CLC laser is
also depicted.
The laser generation and performance were studied in two types of cavity architectures: simple
cells and complex resonator cells. The influence of the thickness of the active CLC layer was also
investigated, analyzing two thicknesses: 5 µm and 10 µm. The resonators were constructed by
sandwiching an active simple cell between two 5 µm passive mirrors. A microscope immersion-oil
drop was deposited on the interface of the different glass cells, and the whole assembly was firmly
pressed with screws.
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Figure 7a shows the experimental setup. Cells were optically pumped using an Nd:YAG laser 
operating at the second-harmonic frequency (wavelength 532 nm). The light polarization was circular 
with opposite polarization sense to that of the CLC helix in order to optimize the excitation 
conditions. The laser emitted 14 ns-long pulses with a repetition rate of 5 Hz, and was focused on the 
samples at normal incidence by using a lens of 20 cm of focal length. The spatial profile of the energy 
distribution of the laser spot on the sample was measured with a CCD camera (Ophir). As can be 
seen (Figure 7b) the spot is near Gaussian, with a diameter D4σ = 240 μm (FWHM = 144 μm).  
The light emitted by the CLC cells was focused with a lens of 5 cm of diameter onto a power meter 
(Ophir). A notch filter for 532 nm was placed behind the sample to remove the pumping light.  
To analyze the spectrum of the emitted light the power meter was substituted by an optical-fiber 
spectrometer (AvaSpec 2048). 
Figure 6. Reflectance and laser emission spectra of the CLC cells used in the experiments. In the case
of the active cell, the reflectance measurements were carried out before adding the dye.
A total of 8 cells were studied. We will denote the simple cavities by the name of the material
(DCM or PM) followed by a number equal to its thickness in µm. The resonator cells will be designated
by adding the letter R in front of the name of the middle cell. For example, DCM10 and R-PM5 are a
simple 10 µm active cell of DCM and a resonator cell with a middle 5 µm active cell of PM respectively.
Figure 7a shows the experimental setup. Cells were optically pumped using an Nd:YAG laser
operating at the second-harmonic frequency (wavelength 532 nm). The light polarization was circular
with opposite polarization sense to that of the CLC helix in order to optimize the excitation conditions.
The laser emitted 14 ns-long pulses with a repetition rate of 5 Hz, and was focused on the samples at
normal incidence by using a lens of 20 cm of focal length. The spatial profile of the energy distribution
of the laser spot on the sample was measured with a CCD camera (Ophir). As can be seen (Figure 7b)
the spot is near Gaussian, with a diameter D4σ = 240 µm (FWHM = 144 µm). The light emitted by the
CLC cells was focused with a lens of 5 cm of diameter onto a power meter (Ophir). A notch filter for
532 nm was placed behind the sample to remove the pumping light. To analyze the spectrum of the
emitted light the power meter was substituted by an optical-fiber spectrometer (AvaSpec 2048).
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3.2. Fits of the Laser Emission Curves 
Figure 8 shows the dependence of the laser emission energy on the excitation energy for different 
cell architectures and for DCM and PM597 dyes. We have not included the curves for the simple cells 
of 5 μm because lasing was not possible in either of them. In all cases the fluorescence contribution 
(at low excitation energies) was subtracted from the total signal using linear extrapolation. 
The threshold energy per pulse Eth needed to achieve lasing and the slope efficiency η were 
obtained from a fit of the experimental curves to a linear law of the type 
Iout = η Iin − Ith( ) (10) 
where Ith is the threshold intensity, and Iin and Iout are the pumping input and output laser intensities 
respectively. In the case of pulsed pump sources all intensities Ith, Iin and Iout can be considered 
intensities averaged over time. 
 
Figure 7. (a) Experimental setup used to characterize the laser performance of the different cell
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3.2. Fits of the Laser Emission Curves
Figure 8 shows the dependence of the laser emission energy on the excitation energy for different
cell architectures and for DCM and PM597 dyes. We have not included the cu ves for the simple cells
of 5 µm because lasing was not possible in either of hem. I all cases the fluorescence contribution
(at low excitation energies) was subtracted from the total sign l using linear extrapolation.
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Figure 8. Laser emission energy as a function of pumping excitation energy for the different samples
studied (a–f). Continuous lines are fits to Equation (14).
The threshold energy per pulse Eth needed to achieve lasing and the slope efficiency η were
obtained from a fit of the experimental curves to a linear law of the type
Iout = η(Iin − Ith) (10)
where Ith is the hreshold intensity, and Iin and Iout ar the pumping input and output laser in nsities
re pectively. I the case of pulsed pump sources all intensities Ith, Iin and Iout can be considered
intensities averaged over tim .
It is interesting to note that Equation (10) cannot be directly extrapolated to a law involving the
input and output energies per pulse, Ein and Eout, unless the shape of the illumination spot from the
pumping source is top hat-like. In the latter case we obviously conclude Eout = η(Ein − Eth) from
(10) but, in general, this expression is not strictly valid although it is commonly used in the literature.
The problem occurs because for a rounded Gaussian-type spot, not all the energy contained in the spot
contributes to generate laser light. With reference to Figure 9, only the energy deposited on the sample
within a circle of radius r0 gives is to t lasing process. Therefore, assumi g a Gaussian spot of
maximum (time-averaged) intensity Imax and width σ,
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I(r) = Imax exp
(
−r2/σ2
)
(11)
We deduce by integration of (10),
Eout = (η/ f )
∫ r0
0
[I(r)− Ith]2pirdr (12)
where f is the pulse repetition rate of the pumping source. On the other hand, the total energy per
pulse supplied to the sample is given by
Ein = (1/ f )
∫ ∞
0
I(r)2pirdr = Imaxpiσ2/ f (13)
Finally, carrying out the integration in Equation (12) and using (13) we obtain
Eout = η
[
Ein − Eth
(
1+ ln
Ein
Eth
)]
(14)
with Eth = Ithpiσ2/ f .
Equation (14) is thus the translation of Equation (10) from intensities to energies per pulse in the
case of Gaussian spots. The logarithmic term brings about a progressive increase of the slope dEout/dEin
from 0 to η. In general, dEout/dEin = η (1 − Eth/Ein), and only if Ein >> Eth the slope of the curve is a
constant and equal to η.
Continuous lines in Figure 8 are fits to Equation (14). The resulting parameters and their errors
are collected in Table 4. The slopes were doubled to take into account the laser emission from both
sample faces.
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Table 4. Experimental threshold energies Eth and slope efficiencies η for the different laser cavities
studied. In parenthesis the theoretical Eth values according to Equation (9).
Cell R-DCM10 DCM10 R-DCM5 DCM5 R-PM10 PM10 R-PM5 PM5
Eth (µJ)
1.06 ± 0.08
(2.8)
2.4 ± 0.2
(4.4)
3.2 ± 0.2
(3.6) ∞ (∞)
0.88 ± 0.04
(0.70)
1.2 ± 0.1
(1.02)
0.82 ± 0.06
(0.73) ∞ (∞)
η (%) 1.42 ± 0.05 3.1 ± 0.2 0.64 ± 0.04 —- 4.5 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 0.4 1.00 ± 0.03 —-
Some interesting features can be noticed:
(i) The resonator architecture clearly lowers the Eth value. The improvement is especially noticeable
for the cells of 5 µm, which do not show laser emission (Eth = ∞) in the configuration of
simple cells.
(ii) The improvement obtained for Eth with the incorporation of the resonator is the better when the
starting point (simple cell) is the worse. For example, the threshold of the best simple cell (PM10)
only decreases by a factor 1.4 in the resonator configuration whereas Eth of R-DCM10 represents
an improvement from DCM10 by a factor 2.3.
(iii) There seems to be a limit for Eth, below which we cannot go. In our case, Eth ≈ 0.8 µJ. Since the
spot of the incident light has a width σ = 85 µm (σ = D4σ
2
√
2
), this implies it is necessary a minimal
fluence of Eth/piσ2 = 3.5 mJ/cm2 to achieve laser generation. The existence of this limit is caused
by the effect of the distributed losses in the laser cavity. From Equation (8) it can be seen that
a non-null β establishes a limit for nth2 = β/σ
||
e , irrespective of the τc value. Since Eth is roughly
proportional to nth2 (see Equation (5)), this implies it is the scattering (or other kind of cavity losses
such as absorption) the ultimate responsible for a minimum Eth.
(iv) It seems there is no clear improvement for η when the complex resonator architecture is used
(a trivial exception to this rule is the case of the 5 µm cells, which did not show laser emission
in the absence of passive reflectors). Though we have not gone further into this point, it seems
likely that the reduction of the thickness of the passive reflectors can give rise to a growth of
η. This hypothesis is based on the idea that the passive reflectors play a role similar to the exit
mirrors of a Fabry-Perot cavity, and in this configuration there exists an optimum reflectance
that maximizes the laser output power. Thus, if the reflectance is too high, the slope efficiency
starts to reduce (evidently, in the limiting case of a reflectance equal to unity the slope efficiency
is zero). Presumably the thickness of the passive mirrors actually used in our cells is well above
the optimum value. Some experimental studies about the optimum thickness of these types of
reflectors can be found in Zhou et al. [49].
We now turn to further develop some of these ideas by analyzing more quantitatively the threshold
energies. For the simulations we used the material parameters listed in Table 5. These parameters
were taken from the literature and from our own measurements (see Appendix A). The resulting
theoretical Eth values are shown in Table 4 in parenthesis. The data were obtained following the
procedure indicated in Section 2 to first get nth2 , then include the β contribution from Equation (8), and
finally use the approximate formula Equation (9). As can be seen, the agreement with the experiments
is in general good, although deviations are found for the thicker cavities of DCM. We do not know
the reason for these discrepancies but, certainly, some of spectroscopic parameters of Table 5 must be
affected of relatively large uncertainties. Other parameters that give rise to further difficulties are the
scattering losses, which show changes across the cell surfaces. In fact, experimental Eth was found to
vary depending on the illumination point on the cavity surfaces, especially for the complex resonator
cells. Moreover, in those cases the assembly of the passive mirrors is slightly different each time, which
can produce uncontrolled additional losses at the interfaces of the different components (due e.g., to
misalignments or lack of parallelism between the surfaces). These additional losses were modeled by
adding a global loss factor β’ = 100 cm−1 for the complex cells. Taking all these factors into account we
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conclude that Equation (9) for Eth describes reasonably well the behavior of the different laser cavities
and materials studied.
Table 5. Parameters used for the simulations. The pumping wavelength was 532 nm and the
laser emission wavelengths were 605 nm and 590 nm for the materials with dyes DCM and PM597
respectively. σCLa is the absorption cross-section for the pumping light.
Material DCM PM
Pitch (nm) 352 343
ne, no 1.73, 1.52 1.73, 1.52
τf (ns) 1.2 a 4.0 d
P31, P23 (s−1) 104 a, 5 × 107 a 104 a, 2.3 × 106 e
σ
||
e , σCLa (cm2) 1.53 × 10−16 b, 0.62 × 10−16 c 1.44 × 10−16 d, 2.3 × 10−16 c
β (cm−1) 150 c 150 c
S (µm2) 4.5 × 104 4.5 × 104
N (cm−3) 1.8 × 1019 1.46 × 1019
a ref. [54], b ref. [52], c Appendix A, d ref. [59], e ref. [60].
3.3. Continuous-Wave Lasing in CLC’s
Up to now we have dealt with lasers pumped by pulsed sources in the range of nanoseconds.
However, it is interesting to study the performance of these systems in other time ranges. In particular,
it is especially appealing to get CW lasing in CLC cavities. This goal has not been achieved so far,
though there have been some claims in this respect. The difficulties are the following:
As can be seen from Equation (9) Eth grows with the pulse width ∆τp. Evidently that equation
does not hold in the limit of CW regime, but fortunately that case has been explicitly worked out in
ref. [57] for a two-level system. The resulting threshold intensity Ith is
Ith ≈ nth2 hcL/λτf (15)
Taking typical data L = 10 µm, τf = 2 ns, λ = 600 nm nth2 ≈ β/σ||e ≈ 0.15 × 1019 cm−3, we get
Ith = 280 kW/cm2, i.e., a power of 60 W should be focused within a spot of σ = 80 µm to produce
lasing. In view of these high powers it seems likely that CW lasing must presumably be accompanied
by high local temperatures that can significantly alter the quality of the cavity.
Even if some dissipation mechanism is implemented to avoid the above effect there is another
still more serious problem: If a conventional organic dye is used, there is a triplet state whose effect
is extremely pernicious for lasing using pumping sources with large pulse widths. Equation (15) is
not valid in this case because of the existence of the triplets, which eliminates molecules from the
lasing channel. The excited molecules at level 2 go to the triplets with rate P23. Therefore, after long
enough time the laser channel will be completely empty, killing the laser emission. In addition, the
dye population in level 3 can contribute to increase the heat generated on the sample by means of
absorption of the pumping radiation. Starting from the triplet level, the molecules are promoted by
photon absorption to upper levels, which finally deexcite down to the ground level 1 through mainly
non-radiative processes. Only if P23 is small, P23 << 1/∆τp, the effect is not important, since for such
pumping pulse durations the molecules at level 2 do not have time to go to the triplet in a significant
proportion. In the case of our dyes, P23 ≈ 107–108 s−1 (see Table 5). Thus, we expect problems for
∆τp > 10−7 s. We have carried out simulations by solving numerically the dynamic equations of
ref. [54] allowing P23 to vary. We have found that a sufficiently large P23 can kill the lasing for any
pulse width ∆τp, irrespective of the pumping intensity.
Figure 10 shows an ideal pumping temporal profile (a), and the corresponding output light in a
situation of fluorescence (b) and laser emission at the threshold (c). The lasing onset is easily identified
Materials 2018, 11, 5 17 of 24
because the emitted pulse suddenly becomes very narrow and increases its size significantly when the
threshold is approached.
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Figure 10. Temporal profile of a 14 ns pulsed pumping source (a); and calculated light intensity emitted
in a situation of fluorescence emission (b); and laser emission at the threshold (c); using the data of
Table 5 for PM597. Arbitrary units for curves (b,c) are the same.
The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 11. The spectroscopic data were those of PM597
(see Table 5) except P23 and β, which were allowed to vary in the calculation process. It was supposed
1/τc = 0, i.e., we assumed a laser cavity just limited by a non-null β (as in our r sonator-type cells).
In the calculations the pu ping intensity was increased until threshold w s reached for given values of
∆τp and P23. Then, a maximum P23 was obtained above which lasing does not occur for any pumping
intensity. In the plot, the maximum P23 that permits lasing is displayed versus the pumping pulse
width for different β. The horizontal line corresponds to the actual P23 value of PM597. Therefore,
for a given β lasing takes place in the ∆τp range that corresponds to points above this horizontal
line. For example, if β = 100 cm−1, lasing is only possible for ∆τp < 10−5 s. As can be seen, a small β
increases the ∆τp range substantially, but even for unrealizable tiny β values CW lasing is impossible.
According to our simulation, the maximum P23 follows a law Pmax23 ≈ A/
(
∆τp
)δ, where δ ≈ 0.8
in all cases, and A is a value dependent on β (continuous lines in Figure 11). Then, if we want ∆τp = ∞,
this implies Pmax23 ≈ 0, i.e., no triplet state is allowed in a dye for a CW laser. This excludes all the
organic dyes commonly used in CLC lasers. To achieve CW lasing, an alternative to explore is the
substitution of organic dyes by quantum dots (QD’s), which behave as two-level systems. QD’s can
be integrated within CLC’s if they are functionalized and, in fact, the possibility of lasing has already
been demonstrated [17].
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In this paper, we have analyzed the main strategies proposed in the literature to optimize the
performance of CLC lasers. We have seen that the use of a variety of complex structures (resonators,
defect-mode lasers and other multilayer designs) can theoretically give rise to huge improvements in
Eth in comparison with those of simple cells. In particular, the three-layer structure constituted by an
active cell sandwiched between two cholesteric mirrors of the same chirality as the active part permits
to reach a virtually thresholdless lasing. However, this improvement is not realizable in practice, but is
limited by the existence of scattering and absorption losses. In CLCs, even assuming a perfect quality
of the sample, the fluctuations of the director orientation already give rise to such large light scattering
that the upgrades achieved by the sophistication of the cavities are greatly spoiled. In real cells the
problem is even worse because the defects in the sample alignment and imperfections produce more
scattering. The only possibility for improvement is then to optimize the alignment quality (to decrease
β as much as possible) or to raise the parameter σ||e , which also reduces the limit value for nth2 (this limit
is given by β/σ||e , see Equation (8)). The latter point seems to be absolutely essential, and implies to
draw our attention to the dyes i stead of to th CLCs. I this respect, fluorescent olecul s with high
miss on cross-sections would be needed and, if possible, they should be easily integrable within the
mesogenic atrix. In addition, th re ulting mixtures should pres nt high v lues of the dy order
parameter (see Equation (A3)). O other hand, dyes showing low quantum yields to triplet states
a required for CW lasing. It has been shown that the existence of the triplet population preve ts
lasing bove a c rtain pumping pul e width. To solve this problem a possibility to explore is the use of
QD as fluorescent agents, since hey behave as two-level systems. An important disad antage of th se
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Appendix A. Measurement of the Absorption Coefficients, Emission Cross-Sections and
Scattering Losses of the Samples
The absorption coefficients of the dyes in a nematic environment were determined through
transmittance measurements of linearly polarized light. Mixtures of E7 and DCM, and E7 and PM597,
both in proportions 99:1 (wt %) were prepared. A fiber-based spectrometer (Avantes) was used for the
measurements. The materials were enclosed in glass cells of 5 µm of thickness, whose surfaces had
been rubbed in antiparallel directions. The parallel and perpendicular components of the absorption
coefficients, α|| and α⊥, were measured by illuminating the samples with linearly polarized light with
the polarization direction along and perpendicular to the rubbing axis. For DCM the maxima of α|| and
α⊥ were found at λ = 480 nm and the anisotropy was α||/α⊥ = 3.5, practically independent of λ (see
Figure A1a). For PM597 the maxima were attained at 530 nm and α||/α⊥ = 3.0 (Figure A1b). From these
ratios we deduce the order parameters of the dyes in the nematic solvent from the expression:
Sdye =
α||/α⊥ − 1
α||/α⊥ + 2
(A1)
We found Sdye = 0.45 and Sdye = 0.40 for DCM and PM597 respectively.
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The absorption coefficients at the pumping wavelength λ = 532 nm are shown in Table A1.
The absorption cross-section for circularly polarized light (which is necessary for some of the
calculations carried out in the main text) was obtained from σCLa =
α||+α⊥
2N , where N is the density of
dye molecules. Another interesting parameter, which is also used in the simulations, is the emission
cross-section of the dye molecules along the nematic director σ||e . This was obtained from the emission
cross-section in the isotropic phase σisoe = 0.8 × 10−16 cm2 for both materials [52,59], using the formula:
σisoe =
σ
||
e + 2σ⊥e
3
(A2)
Taking the ratio σ||e /σ⊥e equal to α||/α⊥ and using (A1) we have
σ
||
e =
(
1+ 2Sdye
)
σisoe (A3)
The last column of Table A1 contains the values of this parameter.
Table A1. Absorption parameters at λ = 532 nm and emission cross-sections at the corresponding
lasing wavelengths (605 nm for DCM and 590 nm for PM compounds).
Material ff|| (cm−1) ff⊥ (cm−1) œCLa (cm2) œ||e (cm2)
E7-DCM (1%) 1736 500 0.62 × 10−16 1.53 × 10−16
E7-PM597 (1%) 5130 1700 2.3 × 10−16 1.44 × 10−16
The scattering losses of the CLC samples were determined by comparing their transmittances
with those from similar cells filled with a microscope immersion oil (Cargille) of refractive index
similar to that of glass. The light source was a He-Ne laser operating at 633 nm and no focusing optics
was used. The light polarization was circular with opposite handedness to that of the samples in all
cases. At this wavelength the CLC samples do not show appreciable absorption, and all intensity
losses should be due to scattering. The transmitted signals were measured with a detector placed at
about 1 m from the samples, thus assuring a small angular aperture. The data were analyzed assuming
a law of the type I = I0 exp(−βL) for the light intensity I, where I0 is the intensity transmitted by the
immersion-oil sample. Here L is the CLC cell thickness and β the scattering coefficient.
We studied 5 different samples, and in all of them we found some irregular behavior in the
transmission values as their surfaces were scanned. This effect is likely to be originated by local defects
in the sample alignments. This idea is in accordance with the correlation found between the amount of
defects observed in the studied samples and the corresponding β values (see Figure A2). Thus, data in
Table A2 must be considered just as approximate averages. The intrinsic scattering coefficient of a
perfect sample is probably smaller.
Table A2. Scattering parameters at λ = 633 nm.
Sample DCM10 PM10 Passive Mirror 5 µm DCM5 PM5
β (cm−1) 150 150 300 300 300
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